The copula graphic estimator (CGE) for competing risks models has received little attention in empirical research, despite having been developed into a comprehensive research method. In this paper, we bridge the gap between theoretical developments and applied research by considering a general class of competing risks copula models, which nests popular models such as the Cox proportional hazards model, the semiparametric multivariate mixed proportional hazards model (MMPHM), and the CGE as special cases. Analyzing the effects of a German Hartz reform on unemployment duration, we illustrate that the CGE imposes fewer restrictions on partial covariate effects than standard methods do. Differences are less evident when a more flexible difference-in-differences estimator is applied. It is also found that the MMPHM estimates react more strongly to the choice of the copula than the CGE in terms of the shape of the treatment effect function over time. Thus, the MMPHM produces less robust results in our application.
Introduction
The competing risks copula model can be interpreted as a general class of multivariate mixture models (Lindsay 1995; Joe 1997) , in which the latent transition (or failure) times to different risks are interdependent through an unobserved individual frailty. In these models, marginal survival distributions of latent transition times are jointly modeled by an Archimedean copula. Different families of Archimedean copulas allow for different types of dependencies between marginal survival distributions. Specifying the copula function is equivalent to making assumptions about the frailty distribution, because of a one-to-one correspondence. We investigate whether the copula choice is relevant for empirical result patterns.
The competing risks copula model nests various more specific competing risks models. In this study we focus on two of them. When the latent marginal survival distributions are characterized by proportional hazard functions with nonparametric or piecewise linear baseline hazard, the model can be reduced to a semiparametric multivariate mixed proportional hazard model (MMPHM) with a parametric Archimedean copula, see e.g. Han and Hausman (1990) and Meyer (1990) . When competing risks are independent, the MMPHM reduces to the well-known Cox proportional hazards model. An attractive feature of the MMPHM is that the parameter(s) of the copula function, which determine the degree of dependency, are identified and therefore do not need to be assumed. In empirical research, these models are extremely popular (see van den Berg 2001, for a review and references).
Another -but much less known -nested model is the copula graphic estimator (CGE) with an Archimedean copula. The CGE was originally suggested by Zheng and Klein (1995) for more general families of copulas. Assuming an Archimedean copula, however, allows for closed form solutions and extensions to multiple risks. Instead of directly specifying the latent marginal survival distributions, the CGE exploits the fact that each latent marginal survival distribution is a function of all risk-specific cumulative incidence functions (CIF). This approach requires knowledge about the copula function and its parameter(s). A number of parametric and semiparametric models for the CIF have been developed. In our application, we will use the semiparametric model suggested by Fine and Gray (1999) . This model is characterized by a similar degree of flexibility as the semiparametric MMPHM or the Cox model. One advantage of the CGE is its relative flexibility in modeling the latent marginal survival distributions. We derive partial covariate effects on latent survival functions and show that the CGE indeed imposes fewer restrictions on covariate effects than the proportional hazards or constant hazard ratios assumption made in the MMPHM and the Cox model. In particular, it allows the direction of covariate effects to vary with duration. This means for instance that particular characteristics are allowed to increase latent durations in the short run, but decrease them in the longer run.
Our study presents the first direct comparison of the MMPHM and the CGE within a fully-fledged application. We provide empirical evidence for MMPHM estimates being less robust with respect to the choice of the copula function than the CGE. This suggests that presuming the wrong copula -and therefore misspecifying the mixing frailty distribution -induces a larger bias in the MMPHM than in the CGE. Specifically, the shape of the treatment effect function over time is more sensitive to the choice of the copula function for the MMPHM than the CGE. These results are in line with previous findings, which were discussed separately in the literature dealing with the MMPHM (Hausman and Woutersen 2014a) and the CGE (Zheng and Klein 1995; Lo and Wilke 2014) . We also find that the estimation of the CGE is less prone to numerical convergence issues than the estimation of the MMPHM. This could be due to the fact that the semiparametric CIF of each risk is estimated separately, which are then utilized by the CGE to compute latent marginal survival distribution. In contrast, the MMPHM jointly estimates all marginal survival distributions of latent risks, which is numerically more challenging.
In our application, we use the MMPHM, the Cox model and the CGE to analyze extensive unemployment duration data. In particular, we present first insights on the effects of an important element of the widely regarded labor market policy changes in Germany -the so-called Hartz reforms -on the risks of different exit routes out of unemployment. The Hartz reforms are a series of legislative labor market reforms that took place during the first half of the 2000s and were enacted to reshape the poorly performing labor market. We focus on the estimation of the effect of a large scale reduction in the maximum entitlement length for unemployment benefit on unemployment duration in the year 2006. The effect of unemployment benefits on unemployment duration is a major area of interest within the field of economics and social sciences. It has been the topic of numerous substantial theoretical (e.g. Mortensen 1977; van den Berg 1990) and empirical studies (e.g. van Ours and Vodopivec 2006; Schmieder, von Wachter, and Bender 2012) . We exploit the natural experiment design of this part of the Hartz reforms, and apply a difference-in-differences (DiD) estimator to estimate the reform effect on the latent marginal distributions of five different competing exit risks to leave unemployment.
While we present the first empirical study about the effect of this part of the Hartz reforms, we have also access to more comprehensive linked register data than related empirical research on previous reforms of the German unemployment benefits. Lee and Wilke (2009) and Arntz, Lo, and Wilke (2014) analyze policy changes of the 1980s and 1990s, respectively, but their data do not comprise information on training measures, subsidized self-employment and job search. Other related papers on the effects of entitlement lengths that use similar data -such as Schmieder, von Wachter, and Bender (2012) and Caliendo, Tatsiramos, and Uhlendorff (2013) -do not adopt a competing risks framework. We show in our application that exploiting the richness of the data by distinguishing between several risks allows for a more differentiated evaluation of the reform effects.
In this section we describe the basic features of the German unemployment compensation system and of the 2006 reform of unemployment benefit entitlement lengths as well as the data used.
Institutional Background
The German unemployment compensation system consists of contribution based unemployment benefits and tax funded basic income support for needy unemployed. Unemployment benefits are financed mainly through unemployment insurance contributions of workers and firms (experience rating does not apply). The replacement rate amounts to 60-67 percent of the previous wage (dependent on whether there are dependent children in the household or not), while the duration varies with the employment history of workers. After the exhaustion of unemployment benefit entitlements, needy unemployed job seekers are entitled to basic income support, the level of which does not depend on former earnings (since 2005).
A fundamental shortening of maximum unemployment benefit entitlement lengths -announced already during 2003 -took place in February 2006 as part of the so called German Hartz reforms (see Table 1 ). While the reform affected all workers of age 45 and older, the reduction was larger for older age groups. The decrease in unemployment compensation at expiration of unemployment benefits mainly affects high pre-unemployment earners. In contrast, the compensation level of low earners, who are often entitled for means tested basic income support, are not expected to be strongly affected by the reform. We therefore focus the presentation of our results on the non-low pre-unemployment earners, defined as whose last wage rate amounted to higher than two third of the median wage. This is a commonly used definition of non low-wages (see for instance BA Statistik 2010) . We have also done the analysis for the low income group. As expected, we did not find sizable effects of the reform.
The 2006 reform was a well-defined natural experiment as it affected particular age groups only. Dlugosz, Stephan, and Wilke (2014) analyze changes in unemployment inflows in response to the same reform and find evidence for a decrease for workers age 52 and older. They also observe anticipation effects of the reform in the 3 months ahead of the policy change (11/2005-1/2006 ) for all affected age groups. Although these effects were rather small for persons in the age range 45-51, they were quite large for workers aged 52 and older, with an increase in the transition rate into unemployment by at least (dependent on the age group) one half. The results of Dlugosz, Stephan, and Wilke (2014) therefore suggest that the composition of unemployed has changed in response to the reform in particular for the aged 52 and older. In consequence, we focus on the age group 45-46. This group had the smallest anticipation effect and there was no systematic decrease in unemployment inflows after the reform. In order to eliminate anticipation effects, we exclude inflows from the period 10/2005 to 2/2006 from our analysis.
For completeness, we add a few institutional details that should, however, have no impact on our results: First, a fundamental reshaping of the German basic income support system was enacted at the beginning of the year 2005. As our analysis restricts itself to entries into unemployment with at least a 1-year entitlement 
Data
We use a 25-percent-sample of the Integrated Employment Biographies of the Institute for Employment Research (IAB). These individual data are drawn from several linked administrative sources and contain daily spell information about employment periods subject to social security contributions, job seeking periods, participation in active labor market programs, and unemployment benefit and unemployment assistance claim periods. For the reasons already provided, we compare the age groups 40-44 (control group) and 45-46 (treatment group). As has been mentioned above, we focus on (previous to unemployment) non-low earners, who earned more than two third of the median wage in their last job. Furthermore, we restrict our sample to unemployed who would have had the maximum entitlement length for unemployment benefits under pre-reform regulations. This ensures the comparability of the pre-reform and post-reform sample. We focus on the group of male unemployed with full-time employment before unemployment. Because special regulations apply to seasonal unemployment in the construction sector, we exclude workers, whose last job was located in this sector. While our choice of narrow age groups ensures a clean design to identify the treatment effects, it should be noted that it also reduces the external validity of the empirical findings.
The data provide information on employment periods subject to social security contributions and contact periods with the German Federal Employment Agency. They do not contain information if an individual is unemployed but not registering at the employment agency, has (temporarily) withdrawn from the labor market, has life-time tenure as a civil servant, or is self-employed without being subsidized. For the following analysis, we define an unemployment spell as a sequence of spells of registered unemployment, unemployment benefit receipt, or participation in an active labor market program (with the exception of subsidized employment or self-employment or a long training program of at least 3 months), without any gap of more than a month.
We censor all unemployment spells at 720 days, as this is well beyond the treatment period between 365 and 550 days. We therefore only have independent censoring in our data. Our sample consists of 44,465 observations (see Table 2 ). The number of multiple spells is low in our sample: Within the four strata that we use for estimation (by age and treatment period), we have only 122 individuals with two observations, and none with three observations. There are 1632 individuals with two spells and 16 individuals with three spells if we were pooling the four strata. Thus, it is likely that a single spell model produces very similar results as a multiple spell model in this application.
We perform competing risks analyses that allow the policy reform under investigation to affect destination states differently. We distinguish between exit states that are more or less desirable from the viewpoint of society. This is important as the consequences of an unemployment reform cannot be solely assessed on the grounds of a reduction in overall unemployment duration. In particular, we consider five states: recall to the previous employer, low-wage full-time employment, other full-time employment (non-low-wage), subsidized self-employment, and other or unknown states. Other states includes entry into part-time employment, into the secondary labor market, or into long training. Unknown states are exits from unemployment, where the data provide no information on the subsequent labor market histories of individuals. The last risk is thus a pooled risk and therefore it does not have a direct interpretation. We presume that non-low wage full-time employment including recall to the non-low wage job are generally desirable exit states, while subsidized self-employment and other or unknown states are less desirable as in most cases the individual still claims some benefits or subsidies or is economically inactive. Transitions into low-wage employment are also considered to be less desirable if an individual received a higher wage before entering unemployment, as the wage cut would indicate a loss in job quality. Table 2 describes the distribution of destination states in our sample. There are around 10 percent recalls and entries into low-wage jobs at another employer, while around 40 percent enter a new non-low-wage job. Around 15 percent take up subsidized self-employment and around 20 percent exit into an unknown or other state. Of those exiting into an unknown or other state, entry into an unknown state turned out to be most important option.
In our empirical analysis we employ a regression model to control for a number of observable variables which affect the duration of unemployment. These include socio-demographic characteristics (married, education, nationality), labor market history (since the 1990s), characteristics of the last job (wage, status, sector affiliation, firm size), and regional characteristics (federal state). In order to eliminate inconsistencies in the education and the nationality variable, we apply imputation rules suggested by Fitzenberger, Osikominu, and Völter (2006) . Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics for the regressors. Table 4 describes the sample by destination state.
Competing Risks Copula Models
We consider a competing risks unemployment duration model with risks j = 1, …, 5, which are outlined in Section 2.2. T j ∈ℝ + is a random variable and denotes the latent duration until a transition to risk j would take place. C∈ℝ + is the independent censoring time. Let δ j = 1 if j = argmin q {T q } and zero otherwise and T = min q {T q }. Let X = min(T, C) and ε = 1 if T ≤ C and zero otherwise.
Due to the design of the policy reform under investigation, we apply a difference-in-differences (DiD) approach for the identification of reform effects. Let z∈ℝ K be a K-row vector of observable covariates. In particular, z = (w′, P, G)′, with P as the post reform period dummy variable and G as the treatment group dummy variable. w is a vector of other control variables, which are listed in Tables 3 and 4 . Estimates are based on a random sample of i = 1, …, n observations of (X i , ε i , δ 1i , …, δ 5i , z i ). In addition to observables, let v∈ℝ be an unobserved individual frailty term with distribution G(v) that is independent of z. Assuming a single frailty term could be an important restriction in an application where the frailty term is risk specific. Then, let S j (t|z, v) = Pr(T j > t|z, v) be the latent marginal survival function of T j , conditional on observables and unobservables. The cumulative incidence function (CIF) for risk j is Q j (t|z) = Pr(T ≤ t, δ j = 1|z). In what follows, we consider a general class of multivariate mixture models (Lindsay 1995; Joe 1997 ), where we have 
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, which is the overall survival function.
Assuming independence of T j given (z, v), we have ( )
is obtained by integrating out the frailty distribution, i.e. 
General Copula Model
The model in (2) Thus there is a one-to-one relationship between the frailty distribution G(v) and the copula generator φ θ , and (1) can be written as
Combining (2) and (3), (2) provides an Archimedean copula model (Nelsen 2006) , in which the copula links all marginal survival distributions to form a joint distribution:
In our application, we use the Frank and Clayton copulas for reasons given below. They have the following properties (for more details on copulas see for example Nelsen 2006): -The Clayton copula, characterized by φ θ (s) = (s −θ -1)θ, corresponds to a Gamma frailty distribution with τ = θ/(2+θ) and θ∈{−1, ∞}/{0}; -The Frank copula with φ θ (s) = -ln((exp(-θs)-1)/(exp(-θ)-1)) corresponds to a discrete frailty distribution related to a logarithmic random variable. τ and θ are related by (D(θ)-1)/θ = (1-τ)/4, where D is the Debye function. θ∈ℝ\{0}. See also Joe (2015) .
For convenience, we use the notation φ τ in place of φ θ in what follows, as τ can be readily interpreted as the degree of dependency, irrespective of the type of copula function. In our model with five competing risks, the requirement that (2006) . The Frank copula has no tail dependence (χ U = χ L = 0), and the Clayton copula has lower tail dependence (χ U ∈(0, 1], χ L = 0). There also exist copulas with upper tail dependence (i.e. Gumbel copula) and with both upper and lower tail dependence (Joe-Clayton copula). We restrict the empirical analysis to copulas without upper tail dependence, in particular the Frank and the Clayton copula, because the estimation of one of our two models (i.e. the mixed proportional hazard model) failed to converge when using a copula with upper tail-dependence.
In what follows, we introduce two modeling approaches for S j (t|z) in (3): The semiparametric multivariate mixed proportional hazards model (MMPHM) and the copula graphic estimator (CGE). The main difference between these approaches is that the former directly models and estimates S j , while the latter indirectly determines S j after the CIFs have been modelled and estimated.
MMPHM
This model imposes the functional form
with Λ j0 (t) as the so-called cumulative baseline hazard. Let A l , with l = 0, …, L, be disjoint intervals on the support of X whose union is ℝ + (or a subset of it). In our empirical study, we use a model with piecewise
where 1(t∈A l ) = 1 if the condition is met and 0 otherwise. In our application we set L = 6 and the A l 's are different for different risks. Based on simulations, Han and Hausman (1990) show that this approximation to an unknown baseline hazards function does not affect the accuracy of the parameter estimates. In this model,
m j S t z in (1) is identified and can be estimated by maximum likelihood methods. The likelihood function to be maximized is
where
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The likelihood is maximized in β and τ. A special -but well-known -case occurs when v in (2) is degenerate and equals to one. In this case (3) and (4) constitute the independence copula model with φ τ (s) = exp(-s). The MMPHM then reduces to the Cox proportional hazard model with independent risks:
CGE
Alternatively, S j (t|z) in (3) can be indirectly modeled as a function of the copula and cumulative incidence functions. The CGE (Zheng and Klein 1995) therefore does not impose direct restrictions on the marginal survival distributions. Given the observables, τ, and that the copula is Archimedean, we have (Rivest and Wells 2001)
If τ is unknown, sensitivity analyses using different values of τ can be conducted. Once the CIFs are estimated, ( | , ) c j S t τ z are computed according to (8) for a given τ. As a matter of fact, the estimation and crafting of the CIF does not require knowledge of the copula or τ. To maintain a similar degree of flexibility as in the model for the MMPHM, we consider a semiparametric model for the CIF. In particular, we use the model by Fine and Gray (1999) 
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The CIF in (9) can be estimated by maximizing the partial likelihood
where h i (t) equals to a weighting scheme according to the inverse probability of censoring weighting techniques (Robins and Rotnitzky 1992) , and R i is the risk set defined as {k:(X k ≥ X i )∪(X k ≤ X i ∩δ j ≠1∩ε = 1)}. In contrast to (6), the partial likelihood for each of the risks is maximized separately in (10). As the copula graphic estimator in (8) requires continuity of Q j (t|z) in t, we apply a local polynomial Kernel smoother to the estimates of
Covariate and Treatment Effects
In this subsection we discuss covariate effects for the different models and we present the difference-in-differences approach for estimating the treatment effect of the policy change. We show that one advantage of the CGE over the MMPHM is its flexibility in modeling partial covariate effects, i.e. ∂S j (t|z)/∂z k (for more details on the calculation of the counterfactuals in duration models see Hausman and Woutersen 2014a). We illustrate this in our application with a continuous regressor w k , which will be daily pre-unemployment salary. For the MMPHM, the partial effect of w k on S j in (1) and (5) is
≤ for all s ≥ 0, and thus the sign of the covariate effect in (11) is always the opposite of the sign of β jk for all values of t. Evidently, the same restriction applies to the covariate effect in the Cox proportional hazard model with τ = 0:
In contrast, the direction of the partial effect for the CGE using (8) and (9) can vary with t:
The treatment effect of the policy reform is determined by computing the difference-in-differences between the latent marginal distributions of four sub-samples stratified by P and G. The DiD reform effect at duration t for the MMPHM, the Cox model, and the CGE is modelled as: 
where z pg = (w|P = p, G = g)′. By stratifying the sample by P and G, the regressors reduce to w. This model for the reform effect imposes only mild restrictions provided that in all models the baseline hazard is nonparametric or piecewise linear and can vary freely across the four strata. Our approach is sufficiently flexible that the policy reform may affect S j only in certain intervals of t, i.e. the treatment interval, while there may be no effects for other t. If we had modelled the DiD effect by means of a simple parametric interaction term P*G, we would have imposed much stronger restrictions, similar to the above covariate effects. However, this is bought at the expense of splitting up the sample into four strata (treatment and control group for the pre-and post-reform period). In our application, the population quantities in (14)- (16) are replaced by their sample analogues. As the S j s are estimated separately in the four sub-samples, τ is also allowed to vary across the strata (except in the Cox model, where τ = 0 by definition), i.e. τ = (τ 11 , τ 10 , τ 01 , τ 00 )′, where τ pg equals Kendall's τ in the stratified sample of P = p and G = g. While the MMPHM produces four different estimates for τ, in the CGE these values are to be chosen by the researcher. We elaborate the selection of τ when presenting the results. Stata code for the copula graphic regression estimator can be requested from the first author. We use the bootstrap by sampling the estimation data randomly with replacement to construct confidence intervals.
Empirical Results
In this section, we present comparative estimation results for the MMPHM, the Cox model as its special case and the CGE. We first consider estimated partial effects, followed by an investigation of the effect of a reduction in the entitlement length for unemployment benefits on unemployment duration using the DiD framework. While the focus of these steps is on differences in estimated effects between methods, we shortly discuss the results of our application with regard to the economics subject matter at the end of this section.
Covariate Effects
For partial covariate effects, we analyse how a marginal increase in the pre-unemployment salary is related to the marginal survival distribution. A higher salary might result from a higher individual productivity (if not adequately controlled for by the other observables). But at the same time a higher salary typically leads to a higher level of unemployment benefits (as their level depends on the salary level in some pre-unemployment period). Thus, it is an empirical exercise, which of the effects dominates. We compute the marginal effect for the models discussed in Section 3 as given in (11), (12) and (13). Figure 1 shows various estimates obtained by the MMPHM, the Cox model and the CGE by conditioning the sample on the treatment group (P = 1) in the post-reform period (G = 1). The estimates are evaluated with the other variables at their sample averages, i.e. z 11 = {w̅ |1, 1}. Results for the Frank copula are given in Figure 1A and for the Clayton copula in panel B.
The estimated degree of dependence varies rather strongly with the choice of the copula. The estimated τ from the MMPHM with Frank copula is 0.03, which explains why the MMPHM and the Cox model produce similar results in this case. For the Clayton copula, the estimated τ is 0.44 which leads to rather different partial effects for the MMPHM. In particular, their size and sometimes even their sign apparently depend on the choice of the copula. In their influential simulation study Baker and Melino (2000) also observe strongly changing estimated degrees of dependence for a related class of proportional hazard models with unobserved heterogeneity. The CGE is displayed for τ = 0 (darkest solid line), 0.1, …, 0.9 (lightest solid line). Estimated partial effects for the CGE are rather robust with regard to the choice of the copula. They vary to some extent in size (and partly also in sign) when changing τ. But overall the CGE produces a rather robust picture of the estimated partial effects.
Moreover, it is apparent from Figure 1 that the CGE imposes fewer restrictions on the shape of the partial effects. For instance, the partial effects for the MMPHM and the Cox model do not change signs as duration increases, but there are more non-monotonicities and changes in the signs for the CGE based estimates. The direction of the estimated partial effects differs across risks for all models, which suggests a diverse pattern and justifies a competing risks approach.
Treatment Effects
In this subsection we present estimates for the DiD reform effect on the latent marginal survival functions using the MMPHM, Cox and the CGE as defined by (14), (15) and (16). We present estimation results for an average individual in the sample, i.e. w̅ . We first focus on the CGE with Frank copula and consider the special case when τ is the same in all four strata. Figure 2 shows the estimated reform effects with τ = 0 (darkest solid line), 0.1, …, 0.9 (lightest solid line). The estimates clearly suggest the presence of a negative treatment effect on latent survival probabilities for all risks: Latent survival probabilities decreased after shortening the maximum length of unemployment benefit entitlements. The maximum of the treatment effect arises at about day 400, which is around 1 month after the start of the treatment period (days 366-550). Towards the end of the treatment period, estimated effects return to zero. The shape of estimated effects is rather robust with respect to the choice of τ. For some risks, the size of the effect is also robust but for others (such as recall) it changes strongly with τ. For all risks, the size of estimated reform effect is smallest when τ = 0. This suggests that assuming independence between competing risks will lead to underestimation of the size of effects if the true τ does not equal zero. Figure 2 therefore provides evidence that the reduction in benefit entitlements have led to a shortening in latent durations. Depending on the assumed copula parameter and risk these changes can be sizable and amount up to 10-15% points. As next steps we check whether these changes are statistically significant and whether similar results are being obtained with MMPHM and Cox.
To illustrate the role of random sampling errors for these estimates we report bootstrap confidence intervals for the estimates with τ = {0, 0.5, 0.9} in Figure 3 . It is apparent that estimates are significant in parts of the treatment period for all risks (except for recall) and for all τ. Compared with the sensitivity analysis presented in Figure 2 , the uncertainty due to random sampling plays a similar role as the uncertainty of not knowing τ. The former, however, disappears when the sample increases while the latter is a feature of the population model (and does not disappear as the number of observations increases). We now turn to a comparison of the CGE with the MMPHM and the Cox model. Figure 4A shows the estimated reform effects for the MMPHM with Frank copula, where 00 01 10 11ˆˆ0
.00, 0.03, 0.01, 0.03. Figure 4A also shows the CGE estimated with the estimated τs of the MMPHM. It is evident that both estimates are rather similar, producing the same direction and almost the same size of the estimated reform effect on survival probabilities. A comparison with the results of the Cox model is given in Figure 4B . The CGE results are obtained under the equivalent assumption that τ = 0, and it is apparent that the CGE and the Cox point estimates are rather similar in shape. The Cox model estimates tend to be larger in size around the peak of the effects. Thus, we obtain evidence that choosing a more flexible specification of the DiD reform effect -based on four stratified estimates -leads to rather robust result pattern across statistical models. Moreover, using stratified estimates the estimated reform effect can vary in size and direction across t for all models, lifting important restrictions on partial covariate effects in the MMPHM and the Cox model. Figure 5 shows bootstrap confidence intervals for the point estimates in Figure 4 . It is apparent that the confidence intervals for the MMPHM based estimates are wider than for the CGE, while the Cox model based estimates and the CGE estimates have similarly sized confidence bands. This could be partially explained by the fact that the MMPHM estimates τ, while the CGE and Cox model presume it. Assuming τ imposes more structure on the model and therefore reduces the sampling error in the CGE and Cox model. Figure 5C shows that the confidence intervals for the MMPHM reduce considerably when the values of τ are considered to be given; but confidence intervals are still generally wider than those for the CGE. This suggests that the CGE tends to produce more precise estimates. As shown in Figure 3 , the CGE produces significant estimates of the reform effect for all τ, providing a robust finding. In contrast, the MMPHM estimates for unknown τ are mainly insignificant and only partly significant for assumed τ.
Our next robustness check is with regard to the assumed copula. Figure 6 presents estimated reform effects when the Clayton copula is used instead of the Frank copula. Because both the Frank and Clayton copula reduce to the independence copula when τ = 0, the results for the Cox model do not change in this regard. Figure 6A shows how the results for the MMPHM change with the choice of the copula. It is apparent that the general shape pattern of the estimated effects are rather different in some cases. Particularly, the direction of the effects changes before the start of the treatment period for recall, self-employment and unknown and other. The maximum reform effect shifts rightward to the start of the treatment period (i.e. day 365) for all risks. Moreover, the maximum effect even doubles for some risks. The difference could be partly explained by the rather different estimated values of τ when the Clayton copula is used. For the Frank copula they were estimated to be close to zero, but for the Clayton copula they are τ 00 = 0.46, τ 01 = 0.40, τ 10 = 0.51, and τ 11 = 0.44 and thus suggesting a quite strong positive dependence between S j s. It remains unclear which of the two copulas in the MMPHM produce a better estimate of τ. But the log likelihoods suggest that the Clayton copula has better fit than the Frank copula. Specifically, the log likelihoods for the Clayton copula MMPHM are -115,171.32, -88,144.069, -34,977.286, and -26,599 .277 in the group of z 00 , z 01 , z 10 , and z 11 , respectively. Log likelihoods for the 950.26, 582.01, 296.189, 798 .445 for the same groups. However, as the Clayton and Frank copula are not nested, no straightforward likelihood ratio test is available to compare these two models. In general, given that we observe strong changes in estimated τs across copulas, we do not recommend pre-estimating τ with the MMPHM and then assuming it to be the correct value for the CGE. This is only done in this section for the purpose of comparing the CGE and MMPHM. Figure 6B shows how the results for the CGE change with the choice of the copula and by using different τs from the respective MMPHM estimates. In contrast to the MMPHM, the patterns and the directions of the estimated effects do not change much; only sizes are larger with the Clayton copula. When comparing the results in panels A and B, it becomes apparent that the MMPHM estimates are more sensitive with respect to the choice of the copula function. The importance of a correct specification of the mixture distribution in the piecewise-constant MMPHM has already been observed by Hausman and Woutersen (2014b) . In contrast, the previous literature for the CGE has generally found that the choice of the copula is less relevant than the choice of τ (Zheng and Klein 1995; Lo and Wilke 2014) . But it is unclear so far whether and to what extent the CGE is less sensitive to the choice of the copula function than the MMPHM. Here, a direct comparison using the same data confirms previous findings and provides evidence that assuming the wrong copula -and therefore mixture distribution -induces a larger bias in the MMPHM than in the CGE.
Finally, the estimates of MMPHM and CGE using the Clayton copula are presented in Figure 6C . In contrast to Figure 4A , the sets of estimates using the Clayton copula are not as robust as those based on the Frank copula. But the general patterns of the reform effects are still similar for most of the risks, except that the sizes of the peak of the reform effects are different for the risks low-wage full-time and unknown and other. Moreover, the MMPHM produces implausible positive estimates for the reform effect for risks recall and unknown and other at short durations, although these are not statistically significant.
Summary of Empirical Findings
We summarize our main findings as follows: Our results for the partial covariate effect of pre-unemployment earnings on latent marginal survival curves reveal that the MMPHM and the Cox model impose strong restrictions on the shape of time-varying effects. Moreover, the choice of the copula seems to affect quite strongly the estimates for the MMPHM, leading to rather different estimates for τ and to different patterns for the estimated partial effects. The CGE is more flexible and allows the effect to change its direction across duration. Furthermore, result patterns for the CGE appear to be more robust with respect to the choice of the copula.
With regard to the subject matter, we obtain evidence for negative effects of a higher pre-unemployment salary on the latent marginal survival curves for three main routes out of unemployment: Taking up a non low-wage full time job, entering subsidized self-employment, and transiting in the pooled remainder state (unknown destination, long training, secondary labor market, part-time work). These effects become more negative over time.
In further steps, we investigated the effects of a fundamental shortening of the maximum unemployment benefit entitlement duration on unemployment duration. We find evidence for a left shift of all latent marginal survival curves (except for recall), which gives some support to the hypothesis that individuals with shorter entitlement lengths have shorter unemployment durations. The peak of estimated treatment effects is at or shortly after the start of the treatment period. This finding is very robust across all methods and models and there is only partly disagreement on the size of the effect.
The largest effects of the reform are found to be for risks that are less desirable from the viewpoint of society: low-wage employment, subsidized self-employment, and exits into unknown and other states. For these risks, the latent survival curves decrease by around 5-15 percentage points at their peaks. Moreover, for the risks low-wage and other full-time employment, the estimated effects are already negative after less than half a year of unemployment duration. This suggests that the job taking speed has already increased considerably before entitlements are about to expire.
We compare the merits of several copula based competing risks duration models to investigate, whether and to what extent the unemployment compensation system affects the duration of unemployment. Based on comprehensive linked administrative data and exploiting an exogenous variation in entitlements due to an important policy change, our paper presents several interesting observations. Our results suggest that the effect of unemployment benefits on unemployment duration varies across risks. While related previous research has mainly focused on exits to employment or on exits out of unemployment, we distinguish between five risks, namely recalls, low-wage jobs, non-low-wage jobs, subsidized self-employment, and other states (encompassing long training, work in the secondary labor market, and labor market withdrawals). Our results suggest that it is important to distinguish between desirable and less desirable destination states.
Latent durations for all risks decrease in response to the reform. Estimated effects are found to be smallest for the more desirable destination states as recalls and non-low-paid full-time employment. Most recall times in our sample occur within a 6-months-period only, which might explain that the reform did not affect the timing of recalls. We find a stronger decrease in latent durations for taking up low-paid employment, entering selfemployment subsidies or transiting into another state. Compared to a transition into a job with decent remuneration, this is obviously less desirable for the individual unemployed as well as from a policy perspective.
Regarding subsidised self-employment, we find strong effects at the expiration date of unemployment benefits, i.e. the timing of firm creation is strongly related with the timing of the decrease in benefit levels. This suggests that these subsidies may have been to some extent used as a follow up funding source for the unemployed. Indeed, the institutional setup in Germany had to some extent encouraged free riding, as the eligibility for self-employment subsidies is an entitlement and not means tested until 2012. The subsidy had to be granted if the business plan satisfied some minimum standards and since 2006 it was required that the recipient had at least a certain remaining length of unemployment benefit entitlements (only since 2006 a minimum length of remaining days on unemployment benefits was required). The design of the self-employment subsidies for unemployed in Germany therefore casts some doubts whether all start-ups had occurred in response to a promising business idea. A labor market reform in Germany enacted at the beginning of 2012 altered access conditions to subsidized self-employment and made the subsidy much less financially attractive.
